Dear Possibility Manager,

There is an Edge that exists between having so much to do, and there being actually nothing to do. You have so many friends, but who actually really knows you? So many things are so important, but who holds the values that make them important?

It is an Edge of reality, a place between Bullshit and Nothing, a place where you can sit and dangle your feet over sensing the void below you. How often do you hang out there? What actually drives you away from that special and precious Edge?

Why is it that whenever the Edge resolves itself in front of you – suddenly appearing out of the fog – you quickly dodge it, using anything and everything to move back away from the Edge? Why is nothing scarier than this Edge?

And what are the ways you distract yourself from the Edge? How do you muffle the sense of crispness and brilliance that can occur at the Edge? How do you convince yourself that the Edge does not exist? How do you distract yourself into thinking the Edge is so far away that it cannot possibly matter to you, when actually it is present in your very next breath?

The reason we ask these questions is that when a new Possibility arrives, or an old Possibility vanishes, this can generate a bright enough illumination that the Edge becomes visible. That Edge is a Flux Point where you get to choose to continue doing the same old thing, or choose to try something completely different from what is happening right now.

If the Edge is too scary for you to experience, suppressing your fear does not make the Edge go away. But it could make the Possibility go away.

To test your Edginess Affinity Factor, we offer you a number of simple opportunities below. The test works by experimentally Notice what comes up in you as you read each invitation.

Can you sense the Edge in each offer? Can you Self Observe your visceral or emotive or intellectual reaction to the Edge? Is your reaction to move towards that Edge, or to retreat away from that Edge? Neither response, of course, is right or wrong, good or bad. However, noticing your Edginess Affinity responses
can be very useful for managing Possibility!

We wish you happy Edgeworking!

Your PM News Team.

POSSIBILITY MANAGEMENT

EDGE OFFER 1

Join us at our new free Ask Us Anything Zoom meeting on the first Sunday of each month from 14:00 to 15:00 (2pm to 3pm) in GMT+1 time zone. You have an authentic question? Let’s use it as a Doorway and dive into it! Further information is online at https://askusanything.mystrikingly.com

EDGE OFFER 2

An Edgeworker named Margaret Sap from Amsterdam searched the internet for teams creating possibility for the evolution of human consciousness. She found Possibility Management. Margaret recently recorded short interviews with several Possibilitators including Eva Daubert, Anne-Chloé Destremau, and Clinton Callahan to include in the 24 video windows of her 2022 Your December To Remember Advent Calendar. Hint: One of the windows is a meeting with Neal Donald Walsh! To get your free access to these 24 daily inspirations starting 1 December 2022, register at: https://yourdecembertoremember.com

EDGE OFFER 3

Two new short video S.T.A.R.R.s (Startling Tales About Radical Responsibility) have been created for you. You can watch Being A Timemaker from Patricio Diaz at https://youtu.be/XrQqYpoOICw, and Being On An Evolutionary Team by Anne-Chloé Destremau at https://youtu.be/u0xjHVVTUTM

EDGE OFFER 4

Two likeable animated characters, Harry and Samantha, cannot move their feet from where they are standing. Having nothing better to do, they wrestle with several significant Archiarchy thoughtware upgrades. You will find their short animated conversations recorded online: http://harryandsamantha.mystrikingly.com
Dougald Hine writes about his version of being interviewed by a mobile Team of Possibilitators during the 2022 GEN Conference on his first Notes Form Overground Blog. Check out his story and the interview here: https://dougald.substack.com/p/notes-from-overground-1 or only the interview here: https://gaianroadteam.mystrikingly.com/#interviews.
Dougald’s new book is out from Chelsea Green: At Work in the Ruins: finding our place in the time of science, climate change, pandemics and all the other emergencies.

Two years in a row – 2009 and 2010 – a wild team of Possibility Managers created 24 short mostly-German videos to share our Possibility Management discoveries in an Advent Calendar format. These glimpses are just as hilarious and insightful today as they were when we made them. We hope you enjoy watching these short videos as much as the Team enjoyed creating them. http://pmadventskalender.mystrikingly.com

We are excited, and proud, to announce a new Expand The Box Trainer: Tristan Girdwood in New Zealand. Here you can REGISTER for Tristan’s next Expand The Box training 9–12 February 2023 in Golden Bay New Zealand. Tristan also offers Rage Club and Gremlin Transformation. We are also excited, and proud, to announce two new Possibility Lab Trainers: Vera Luisa Franco and Patricio Diaz. Try to imagine how big our hearts are beating about such a celebration! Together, Patricio and Vera are delivering a Possibility Lab 17-21 December 2022 in Chiapas, Mexico. To join them, please REGISTER here.

New Website: http://handsomeholytribalman.mystrikingly.com
New PM Italia Team: https://possibilitymanagement-italia.mystrikingly.com

Possibility Creation Village - Telegram Group is where you ask for
and give Possibility, share your research, and celebrate your gold. Great collaborations and projects were born there. Join at this Telegram link: https://t.me/+ViEuN7pEHlcSDiCv

Emotional Healing Process Collaboration - Telegram Group is a thriving gateway platform to ask for, provide, and witness Emotional Healing Processes at any time of day or night thanks to the global Team of EHP Spaceholders. Join with the following link: https://t.me/+WC5Px7eVEScNugzU

Possibility Management Events - Telegram Group is where you have access to the latest PM-related Events by Possibilitators from around the world as well as offering your own Events where you deliver your Nonmaterial Value. Link: https://t.me/+QdJfMBzKCVDb-MRD

Subscribe to the Possibility Management Newsletter at https://possibilitymanagement.org/ (page all the way down)

You receive this email because you wanted to discover what it is like to change your mind. You can change your mind about anything, even about receiving this email. If this is the case, let us know by clicking on the links below.

You may unsubscribe or change your contact details at any time.